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A common approach behind measuring anonymity is that the larger the anonymity set is the higher
the degree of anonymity it supports. Our approach builds upon this intuition proposing a very gen-
eral and yet precise measure for security properties. Introduced in a paper accepted for ARES 2013
conference, plausibilistic entropy promises to offer an expressive and cost effective solution for quan-
tifying anonymity. This article focuses on a detailed side-by-side comparison between plausibilistic
entropy and Shannon entropy and underlines a promising level of compatibility between the two of
them. Towards the end we present our vision on how to define a measure for anonymity based on
plausibilistic entropy and how such a definition can be employed to serve practical purposes.
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1 Introduction
Because of the interest the scientific community showed in the newly introduced concept of plausibilistic
entropy by accepting the publication of the article “Measuring Anonymity with Plausibilistic Entropy”
at the ARES conference [1], we would like now to present a more thorough analysis of this concept by
rolling out a side-by-side comparison with the classical probabilistic entropy.
What this article aims to provide is a solution to the problem of quantifying security properties
like anonymity. In most practical implementations anonymity is presented as dilution of the perceived
responsibility of a certain agent in relation to a certain action. The larger the set of agents that could
have performed the action the greater the degree of anonymity provided by the setting. We believe that
the reasoning behind this approach is sound, and, it is our belief that this is a base to be built upon. Still,
taking into consideration only the size of the anonymity set is not enough to guarantee what Halpern
and O’Neill call “the divorce between the actions and the agents who perform them for some set of
observers”. This happens because, in some cases, the very action that we try to separate from the agent
can carry information capable of identifying it. What we are looking for is a formula that can factor
in all this meta-information about the system, calculate a reliable degree of anonymity, and do that in
a cost effective manner. For example, let us say that an observer learns that one of the members of an
anonymity group wears a ‘red sweater’ and this makes it less likely than another specific member to have
performed a certain action (the relation being applicable for the two agents only). Using probabilities
could be a way of expressing this but this introduces at least two problems. The first one is related to
the actual probability values to be assigned to the two agents: there are no statistics about “red sweaters”
available! The second one: even if we could assign values, how do we express the fact that a certain agent
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is less likely than another to have performed the action while not introducing implicitly any assumption
regarding the relation between any of the two agents and the rest of the group?
This is why we consider a plausibility based solution. Not only can the plausibilistic approach make
abstraction of the actual numeric values but it can also be used to express more reliably the relations be-
tween the likelihoods. The problem with the plausibilistic spaces is that they are very scarce in properties
and this makes it difficult if one tries to compare them. The concept of plausibilistic entropy that this
article introduces is aimed at making this problem easier to manage.
For the concerned reader, this paper also rounds up some threads started in the previous work of
the authors of [2, 3, 1] whose purpose is to compile a unifying epistemic logic based framework for
expressing and (automatic) reasoning about information security concepts.
Previous work: For defining security related properties, the closest sources that the formalism employed
here can be traced to are the works of Halpern and O’Neill [4, 5, 6, 7] on anonymity (possibilistic and
probabilistic approaches) and epistemic logics. Deng et al. [8] hint to the opportunity of using entropy
to measure/characterise anonymity. The credit for the idea of using a general plausibilistic approach for
defining security properties goes to Halpern in [9, 10, 11]. The concept of entropy introduced by Shannon
[12] to measure the degree of uncertainty in a system was very influential for defining plausibilistic
entropy as a corresponding measure applicable for plausibility spaces. In the ARES paper [1] the concept
of plausibilistic entropy was introduced and the definition for plausibilistic α group anonymity. For graph
rendering and symbolic calculation we used the Sage mathematics software [13].
Contributions: In addition to the ARES 2013 published article, this paper comes to provide an in-depth
analysis of the plausibilistic entropy by comparing its basic properties to those of the classical proba-
bilistic entropy. The results summarised in Table 1 indicate a promising degree of compatibility between
the two notions. Abstracting the details behind the definition of plausibilistic entropy, which can still
be found in [1], this material indexes the definitions of anonymity that are compatible with our formal
framework and imagines a practical application for the new definition of anonymity using the Herbivore
protocol [14] as a case study.
Document structure: Section 2 briefly introduces the fundamental notions we use to discuss about
security properties. This includes definitions for MAS, protocols, runs, knowledge, and an epistemic
logic. Section 3 extensively presents plausibilistic entropy and compares it to the classical probabilistic
entropy. A brief discussion related to conditioning plausibilities is also reproduced. Section 4 collects a
small set of definitions for anonymity that are compatible with our framework and envisions a practical
application for the plausibilistic definition of anonymity.
2 Fundamentals
In this section we introduce the basic notions that will help us describe the ‘actors’ of our presentation
(the agents) and their interaction. Formal notions and terminology are based on [4, 5, 6].
2.1 Entities
Definition 2.1 (MAS). A multi-agent system is a tuple S = (Ag,G,Act) where:
Ag = {A1,A2, . . . ,An} is a finite non-empty set of agents, capable of storing and processing information.
All the information an agent A has access to at a certain moment in time is encapsulated in its local
state, lA ∈ LA, where LA is the set of all possible local states the agent A can have. Sometimes it is
useful to consider the environment, E, as a special element in Ag;
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G = LA1 × LA2 × ·· · × LAn is the set of all the global states a system can have. Any element g =
(lA1 , lA2 , . . . , lAn) ∈ G is called a global state and tuples the local states of all the agents in Ag;
Act = {a1,a2, . . .} is a set of actions. Actions are initiated by agents and are defined by the change
they introduce in the global state of the system. ActA denotes the set of actions agent A can be
associated to.
2.2 Protocols and runs
The MASs that we are dealing with are not static, they change from moment to moment as a consequence
of the modifications that agents introduce by their actions. We propose a formalisation of this based on
the concept of protocol from [4]. A detailed elaboration of these concepts can be found in [3].
Definition 2.2 (protocol). A protocol for an agent A in a system S is a function PA : LA→ 2ActA specifying
the set of actions agent A can perform in every local state. A tuple P = (PA1 ,PA2 . . .PAn) describing the
actions that can be performed by each agent in an MAS is called a joint protocol.
An MAS with a corresponding (joint) protocol can be described as a transition system with the states
represented by the elements in G and the transition arcs labelled by action vectors in ActA1×ActA2×·· ·×
ActAn .
Definition 2.3 (run). A run is a function r : T → G from a set we call time, T, to the set of global states
of an MAS.
Definition 2.4 (point). If r is a run and m is a moment in time, m ∈ T , then the pairing (r,m) is called a
point. Every point has a global state associated to it, r(m) = g ∈ G, and by rx(m) = lAx ∈ LAx is denoted
the xth component of the associated global state r(m). If R is a set of runs then ℘(R) is used to indicate
the set of all points in R.
Remark: R is normally used to denote a certain non-empty set of runs. In the continuation of the
material R will implicitly specify all the possible runs of the MAS.
2.3 Knowledge of an agent
If we consider all the points of an MAS we realise that we cannot always bijectively map all the global
states of an MAS to the local states of any single agent (unless we consider the system as being (or
consisting of) only one agent). Take for instance an agent A and a set of runs R. It is possible for agent A
to have the same local state in at least two different global states. Because A only has access to its local
state then it will be impossible for it to distinguish between the previously mentioned global states, and
therefore the agent might ‘think’ that any of them is possible in that moment. Sometimes it can be useful
to view a run as the context in which the agent operates then realise that the agent might not always be
fully aware of what is happening around it.
Definition 2.5 (agent-information set). Given S an MAS with a protocol P , a set of runs R, an agent
A, and a point (r,m), the set of all points in ℘(R) that A thinks are possible at (r,m) is defined as
KA(r,m) =
{
(r′,m′) ∈℘(R) | r′A(m′) = rA(m)
}
and we call it an agent-information set [5].
Definition 2.6 (indistinguishability). Two points are indistinguishable w.r.t. an agent A if both of them
belong to the same agent-information set KA(r,m). This is denoted by (r,m)∼A (r′,m′).
To conclude this section, we say that, intuitively, an agent A knows a fact ϕ at a point (r,m) if ϕ is
true at all points in KA(r,m) [6]. This intuition will now be formalised.
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2.4 An epistemic logic
To provide support for reasoning about various security related properties we employ the precise se-
mantics in [6]. The syntax of the epistemic logic is recursively defined by using a set Φ of primitive
propositions, two Boolean logic operators (¬ and ∧), and a modal operator KA representing the knowl-
edge of an agent A. The semantics is defined via the concept of interpreted system.
Definition 2.7 (interpreted system). An interpreted system is defined as a tuple I = (S ,P,R,π) with
S , P and R having the usual interpretation and π being a point dependent interpretation assigning
truth values to all the primitive propositions p ∈Φ: (π(r,m))(p) ∈ {true, f alse}.
Definition 2.8 (truth). Given an interpreted system I , an agent A, and a group of agents G ⊆ Ag, the
truth value of a formula ϕ at point (r,m) is recursively defined by:
(I ,r,m) |= p iff (π(r,m)(p)) = true;
(I ,r,m) |= ¬ϕ iff (I ,r,m) 6|= ϕ;
(I ,r,m) |= ϕ ∧ψ iff (I ,r,m) |= ϕ and (I ,r,m) |= ψ;
(I ,r,m) |= KA[ϕ] iff (I ,r′,m′) |= ϕ for all (r′,m′) ∈KA(r,m);
Additionally, the dual operator of KA[ϕ], meaning that “A knows the fact ϕ”, is defined as
PA[ϕ] = ¬KA[¬ϕ] with the intuitive meaning of “A thinks that ϕ is possible”. For convenience, the
following notations will also be used from now on:
I |= ϕ: meaning that ϕ is valid in I , or formally (I ,r,m) |= ϕ for all (r,m) ∈I ;
∀(X) : conjunction over the formulas in set X ;
θ(A,a): a primitive proposition — agent A has performed or will perform action a during the same run;
I: will identify a special agent called observer.
3 Plausibilistic entropy
In Section 2.3 we were discussing about the local state of an agent not always being able to help the
agent distinguish between the various global states the surrounding system might be in. We also defined
knowledge as a very special condition in which the agent can be certain that a fact is valid (when that
very fact is actually true in all the global states containing the same specific local state). No indication
was given so far as to how an agent could learn that it actually knows something. If we were to switch
our point of view from that of the overseer of the system to that of a regular agent, the first thing we
would become aware of is the fact that, given only the information of the local state, we could not
always tell for certain in what state the system is, meaning that we could not tell the validity of a certain
fact contained in our local information storage. With a bit of luck1 we might however get a hint about
which global states are possible or, even better, we could exhaustively enumerate all the states that are
possible given the information that we have (the assumption behind this is that the changes in the system
somehow consistently affect our local storage). An even better situation is met when we can introduce
a structure over the set of possible global states (or “worlds”) that we think are possible (the meaning of
the possibility operator PA[ϕ] can be applied here). We are now making the step from the possibilistic
approach to epistemology (where we are either certain that a certain fact is true or we will not take it into
1“luck” here stands for an appropriate experience that allegedly provided us with the chance to properly map external states to
local ones (the reality strategy)
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consideration) to a plausibilistic approach (where knowledge, as defined here, is just an intangible ideal
case and decisions are usually made based on uncertain information). Intuitively, given a certain set of
possible worlds, the uncertainty will be maximum when we will consider each of them equally likely
and minimum we will have decided that strictly one applies2. The plausibilistic approach allows us to
consider any point along this interval not just its extremes. Let us formalise this a now. . .
Definition 3.1 (plausibility space [1]). A plausibility space is a triple (Ω,F ,ν) with:
Ω is a set of possible outcomes (e.g. all the worlds an agent thinks that are possible at a certain point,
all the runs of an MAS, all global states, etc.);
F is a σ -algebra over Ω (containing /0 and closed to complementation and countable union) — when
F is not explicitly specified we will consider it to be 2Ω;
ν is a plausibility measure mapping any element in F to some arbitrary set D (partially ordered by the
≤ relation and containing two special elements ⊥ and > with ⊥ ≤ d ≤ >, ∀d ∈ D) — ν has the
following properties:
1. ν( /0) =⊥;
2. ν(Ω) =>;
3. if Ω1,Ω2 ⊆F with Ω1 ⊆Ω2 then ν(Ω1)≤ ν(Ω2).
The plausibility spaces and plausibility measures are very general approaches to representing uncer-
tainty, the structure of D being able to store various kinds of information an agent has about the possible
surrounding worlds. For instance if D contains only one element d (other then ⊥ and >) the agent can
‘feel’ absolutely certain about its surroundings. Intuitively, the less ‘organised’ the structure of D the
less certain the agent is about what is happening outside its local state. Imagine A having more than
one option (|D| > 3) and not being able to tell which one of them is preferable (or more plausible) and
compare this to D being totally ordered. Imagine D varying in size and ramification, capable of sup-
porting various operations (like addition and multiplication), and so on. . . This becomes important when
A has to make a decision, when A has to choose between the possible worlds in order to take the most
appropriate action. Ideally we should have a unique measure for A’s level of uncertainty allowing us to
define security properties not only in a possibilistic/qualitative manner but in a plausibilistic/quantitative
way as well. Compare the following situations: the observer I, not knowing for certain either of the facts
ϕ , ψ , or χ , thinks that ϕ is ‘more possible’ than ψ , or that the ‘distance’ between the likelihood of ϕ
and that of ψ is greater than the one between the likelihood of ψ and that of χ or even that ϕ is ten times
more ‘likely’ than χ . For the special case of a probability structure3, such measures were defined and
are commonly referred to as entropy ([15] compiles a list of such approaches).
In [12], Shannon defines a measure for entropy over a discrete set of possible events whose probabil-
ities of occurrence are p1, p2, . . . , pn to be a function H(p1, p2, . . . , pn) with the following properties:
1. H is continuous in pi.
2. If all the pi are equal, pi = 1n , then H is a monotonic increasing function of n. With equally likely
events there is more choice, or uncertainty, when there are more possible events.
3. If a choice [can] be broken down into two successive choices, the original H should be the weighted
sum of the individual values of H.
2decision making can be viewed as an (inapplicable) worlds elimination process
3D = [0,1], ⊥= 0, >= 1 and the third property of ν is replaced with the following:
if Ω1,Ω2 ⊆F with Ω1∩Ω2 = /0 then ν(Ω1∪Ω2) = ν(Ω1)+ν(Ω2)
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where K is a positive constant.
3.1 Definition
The notion that we are about to introduce here will help us make quantitative statements about the degree
of certainty/uncertainty an agent has related to a fact.
Our question is: how can we define an entropy measure over a plausibility space? In order to an-
swer it, we will try an approach, similar to the one Shannon used to define the entropy of a probability
space: first, some intuitive properties will be investigated and then a formal expression will be attempted.
Because our ultimate goal is to quantify group anonymity given a plausibility structure, we admit that
our intuitions can be biased toward achieving this purpose, however, we do not deny the fact that this
approach might be useful in other contexts too. Our approach to entropy comes from a decision making
perspective:
1. Any two plausibility structures must be comparable, regardless of their sizes and/or complexities.
What we want to know is whether a certain plausibility structure is preferable to another in terms
of how well it protects an agent from the attacks of an intruder. It is easier to make a rational
choice/decision when you have a set of values or some sort of ordering.
2. If all n elements of a plausibility structure (except > and ⊥ of course) have the same plausibility
(are in the same layer) then the entropy should be a monotonic increasing function of n. The
similarity with the second requirement in the probabilistic approach is obvious. If an observer
cannot tell whether an agent is more likely to have taken a certain action than any other agent then
the larger the group of suspects the more difficult to find the culprit.
3. The entropy of a plausibility structure represents the amount of uncertainty in that structure, the
more variants at any level the greater the entropy.
Figure 1 shows some examples of plausibility structures that will be referenced in our explanations.
Let us consider first that each of the structures there indicates the plausibility structure of some corre-
sponding anonymity set, each set containing exactly five agents: A1 to A5 (for simplicity, no agents are
mapped to > or ⊥). The mapping is made top down and left to right, higher positions indicate higher
plausibilities. The connecting edges are actually directed edges, pointing downwards. Our guideline is:
if you wanted to guess the agent that did the action in which situation would you rather be?
Intuitively, according to the aforementioned guidelines the most desirable situation is D12, when the
plausibility structure is totally ordered. Notice that, in this case, regardless of the level we are at, there
is no choice to be made, entitling us to consider this a minimal or no entropy situation (at least for sets
of finite size). The number of choices available for a certain node in a plausibility structure equals the
number of emerging edges minus one (⊥ is not taken into consideration). Thus the amount of choice for
D12 literally equals 0.
At the opposite end of the spectrum we have D11, indicating the fact that there is no way of discrimi-
nating between agents, giving us the greatest amount of choice: 4. The plausibilistic entropy is definitely
directly proportional with the volume of choice in a structure. By this simple measure the entropies for
the structures in Figure 1 would be: 4− 0− 1− 1, 3− 3− 3, and 3− 5− 3 respectively for structures
aligned in the three rows of the figure.
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D11 (Ĥ ∼ 0.571)
D12 (Ĥ ∼ 0)
D13 (Ĥ ∼ 0.143) D14 (Ĥ ∼ 0.143)
D21 (Ĥ ∼ 0.429) D22 (Ĥ ∼ 0.429) D23 (Ĥ ∼ 0.429)
D31 (Ĥ ∼ 0.286) D32 (Ĥ ∼ 0.429) D33 (Ĥ ∼ 0.333)
Figure 1: Some plausibility structures for |D|= 7 (this figure details Fig. 2 in [1])
This would render the entropy of D32 greater than that of D11. Yet, from a decision making perspec-
tive, situation D32 is preferable to D11 because it justifies the choice between the agents in the top layer
over the ones in the bottom layer. The two points of view can be reconciled if we consider that the contri-
bution of a choice node to the systemic entropy depends on the structure of the layer that particular node
is contained into, more specifically the number of nodes equally distanced from >. There is obviously
more choice in layer 2 of D32 than in the same layer of D31.
Another thing to consider is the number of elements in a plausibility structure. Initially we would
be tempted to state that the larger the set the larger the entropy. However, adding a new node will not
necessarily add more choice: consider D23 over a flat 4 agent anonymity set – namely D4 – (D11 can
be characterised as a flat 5 agent anonymity set); both would have the same amount of choice (layered
or not). Despite its more complex structure D23 can provide more certainty than D4 because the newly
added node does not alter the original hierarchy but rather supports it, like a new fact that does not
contradict an existing theory. If this sounds a little counter-intuitive we have to realise the fact that the
larger the structure the more facts it can deal with and knowledge is what ultimately reduces the entropy
of the structure by ordering it. Generally, the more an observer learns the better prepared it is for making
a decision. Even if the new knowledge might initially increase the entropy of the structure in the long
run the effort might pay off. Therefore we will consider that plausibilistic entropy (again from a decision
making point of view) is inversely proportional to the number of elements in the plausibility set.
Remark: For simplicity, because plausibility structures are in fact directed acyclic graphs, in the
following demonstrations we will use some graph theory notions from [16].
Definition 3.2 (normalised plausibility structure [1]). A plausibility structure D is normalised if, given
two elements v1,v2 ∈ D with v1 ≤ v2 and ∃v ∈ D with v1 ≤ v, and v≤ v2, then v = v1 or v = v2. For this
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definition to make sense the transitivity property of < be artificially and temporarily suppressed.
Definition 3.3 (distance [1]). Given a normalised plausibility structure D, the distance between an el-
ement v ∈ D and the top element >, dist(>,v) or dist>(v), is the number of edges on the longest path
from > to v. Consequently the distance between two elements v1,v2 ∈ D is dist(v1,v2) = |dist>(v1)−
dist>(v2)| with | · | representing the absolute value.
Definition 3.4 (layer [1]). Given a normalised plausibility structure D, by layer we understand the set of
all the elements in D equally distanced from >. The layers are 0 based indexed. Thus the top layer has
index 0, L0 = {>}, and for every k > 0 Lk = {v | dist>(v) = k}, v ∈ D.
As a consequence of the previous discussion, we propose the following formula for quantifying the
entropy of a plausibility structure:
Definition 3.5 (plausibilistic entropy [1]). Given D a normalised plausibility space/structure (as used
in Definition 3.1) the plausibilistic entropy of D is the sum of the average amounts of choice per layer













l is the number of layers in D (> and ⊥ containing layers included);
Lk is the set of elements in layer k;
d+D (v) is the number of edges emerging from v;
n is |D|, the number of elements in D.
In this case | · | represents the number of elements in a set.
Proposition 3.1. Plausibilistic entropy is well defined.
Proof. By definition D must have at least two elements, ⊥ and > making n ≥ 2, so the denominator of
the main fraction will never be 0. Since⊥≤>, D will always have at least 2 layers so the first sum of the
main numerator will always make sense. For the top fraction, any layer must have at least one element
(otherwise it would not be a layer at all) thus making |Li| > 0 so its denominator will never be 0 either.










Ĥ = 1+1.5+07 ∼ 0.375. . .
Figure 2: A step by step example for calculating the plausibilistic entropy of a structure.
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A complementary formula for plausibilistic entropy can be taken into consideration (layers are in-












and to make the distinction between the two formulas they will be referred by top plausibilistic entropy
and respectively bottom plausibilistic entropy.
Remark: The choice between the two variant depends on whether the context is related to finding the
highest plausibility element or the lowest. For instance, in the case of anonymity we will use Ĥ, while
for onymity [17] Ȟ might turn out to be a more appropriate alternative.
3.2 Properties
Proposition 3.2. Given a family of all plausibility structures with the same order n:
a. the total order (or the chain) has the minimal plausibilistic entropy Ĥ = 0;
b. having established a fixed layer structure for D – the number of layers and the number of nodes in each
layer – (|L0|, |L1|, . . . , |Ll−1|), the plausibilistic entropy is minimised when any two consecutive













≤ Ĥ ≤ 1− l
n
;
c. the plausibilistic entropy of the fully connected structures strictly decreases when the number of layers
increases;
d. the flat structure has the maximum entropy: Ĥn = 1− 3n ;
e. any other structure (neither chain nor flat) has an entropy Ĥ ∈ (0, Ĥn).
Proof. a. The first observation to be made is that for any structure Ĥ ≥ 0. That is because ∀v ∈ D, ⊥≤
v≤> (according to Definition 3.1) so for any v 6=⊥ there will be an outgoing edge making d+D (v)≥ 1.
The fact that the layer containing ⊥ (bottom layer) is not taken in consideration when calculating Ĥ
makes the numerator of the main fraction a sum of (not strictly) positive values. Since this amount is
divided by a positive number the result can only be positive.
Now, considering a chain structure of order n, we have precisely n layers each of them with one
element having exactly only one outgoing edge (except the bottom layer which does not count in this







b. The proof is trivial if we observe that any new edge in a fixed layered structure adds a new amount
to a sum of positive values. The two formulas express the smallest and the largest number of edges for
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c. Derived directly from b.
d. For n = 2 we have only one structure with two layers and Ĥn = 0. For n≥ 3 the maximal entropy
is reached when the number of layers is minimal (because of c.), that is l = 3, so Ĥn = 1− 3n .
e. Any non-chain structure will involve a strictly positive amount of choice that will render the
numerator of the entropy strictly positive thus giving the structure a strictly positive plausibilistic entropy.
On the other hand, any structure that is not a flat will not have the minimum number of layers possible
and therefore its plausibilistic entropy will be strictly smaller than Ĥn.
Proposition 3.3. For any finite structure D, Ĥ(D) ∈ [0,1).
Proof. For any finite plausibility set the minimum plausibilistic entropy equals 0 and is obtained when
the structure is a chain (Proposition 3.3). On the other hand the plausibilistic entropy of a set D is
maximised when the structure is flat and has the same number of elements. So, according to the same
Proposition 3.3 no matter how large n may be its entropy will never reach 1.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the maximum plausibilistic entropy value of a structure depending
on the number of the contained elements.
We conclude with a small observation regarding the comparison of the top and the bottom plausi-
bilistic entropies.
Proposition 3.4. Ĥ 6= Ȟ.
Proof. For structure D31 in Figure 1, Ĥ = 27 6=
2+ 13
7 = Ȟ.
Proposition 3.5. Bottom plausibilistic entropy has the same properties as top plausibilistic entropy
(Proposition 3.2) and in addition to that Ĥ = Ȟ for chains and flats.
Proof. Obvious. Simply reverse the order relation so > and ⊥ will be interchanged.
3.3 Comparison with probabilistic entropy
Since a probability space is a special case of a plausibility space it would be interesting to find out what
properties probabilistic and plausibilistic entropies have in common and how they differ.
The first difference that comes to mind is related to the properties that the corresponding support
sets have. Specifically for the probability spaces the set of possible outcomes is a total order with ele-
ments supporting various operations (addition, multiplication, etc.). The elements of a plausibility space
merely support a partial order. This makes it very difficult to model plausibilistic outcomes with proba-
bilistic outcomes because there is no simple way of eliminating the rich properties of the latter while still
maintaining the validity of the formulas. Therefore when comparing plausibility spaces with probability
spaces we will limit ourselves to the plausibility structures that have fully connected layers as were used
in Proposition 3.2 point c.
We will continue our analysis by defining the mapping between probability structures and plausibility
structures that we will take into consideration. First the top and the bottom elements will be mapped the
following way: > ↔ 1 and ⊥ ↔ 0. Since it does not make sense to include these two elements in
every probability structure the most simple plausibility structure that we will map is the one with three
elements.
Probability structures are implicitly normalised in the spirit of Definition 3.2 and for distance we will
use the “ordinary” Euclidean distance between individual probabilities. Therefore a layer in a proba-
bilistic structure is the set of probabilities equally distanced from 1 (as >). It is very easy to see that an
alternative definition can be provided for layer in probability structures.
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Definition 3.6 (layer). Given a probability structure P, by layer we understand the set of all the elements












Figure 3: Mapping between plausibility and probability structures
The first obvious similarity between plausibilistic entropy and probabilistic entropy is related to the
structure that maximises the entropy given an event space of a certain size n (note that if the plausibility
structure will have n elements then the corresponding probability structure will have n− 2 elements).
According to Proposition 3.2 point c for plausibilistic entropy this configuration is achieved when all
the elements (except for > and ⊥) belong to the same layer. It is also very well known that the one
layer structure is the one that also maximises the Shannon entropy [18]. Figure 4 allows for a visual
comparison of the variations of the maximal values of the two entropies.
Figure 4: A comparison of the variation of the maximal entropy value for plausibilistic entropy and
probabilistic entropy for a structure of size n.
Regarding the range of values that the two entropies can take we can note that plausibilistic entropy is
convergent — limn→+∞ Ĥmax = 1 (Proposition 3.3), while probabilistic entropy is not — limn→+∞ Hmax =
+∞. For whatever meaningful size we can find a structure that minimises any of the two types of entropy
to the same minimal value of 0. For plausibilistic entropy this happens when the structure is a chain and
for the probabilistic entropy this happens when one probability is 1 and all others are 0 or non-existent.
The next question to be addressed is how does the number of layers affect the probabilistic entropy.
Is this result similar to the one related to plausibilistic entropy stating that entropy strictly decreases
when the number of layers increases? Given Definition 3.6 of a layer for a probabilistic structure it
is very easy to understand what does it mean that the number of layers increases. On the other hand,
given the continuous nature of the Shannon entropy, we have to make sure that the maximum value
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possible of a k layered probability structure is greater than the maximum value possible of a k+ i layered
i > 0 probability structure of the same size n. In order to do so we will use some form of mathematical
induction but first we will have to consider some intermediary results.
Proposition 3.6. Given a set of n> 1 values P= {p1, p2, . . . , pn} with pi ∈ (0,1), and ∀(i, j) pi = p j = p,
and ∑ni=1 pi = k,k ∈ (0,1] then ∀e > 0 and e′ = en−1 and P
′ = {p1 +e, p2−e′, . . . , pn−e′} the entropy of
P′ is smaller then the entropy of P.
Proof. Basically we have to prove that
−n · p · log(p)>−(n−1) · (p− e′) · log(p− e′)− (p+ e) · log(p+ e)
which by substitution and various operations translates to
















































and since in our context this is a negative value it proves that a global maximum value was found for
e = 0. For e = 0 the initial left hand side expression is 1 but since e is required to be strictly greater then
0 it follows that the strict inequality that we have to prove is true.
Remark: This Proposition actually states that if we “move” an element from a layer in a probability
structure, everything else remaining the same the entropy decreases.
Proposition 3.7. Given a set of n> 1 values P= {p1, p2, . . . , pn} with pi ∈ (0,1), and ∀(i, j) pi = p j = p,
and ∑ni=1 pi = k,k ∈ (0,1] then for any transformation that creates a two layered structure by removing
m< n elements from P and placing them at distance e, there is another transformation that takes only one
element from P and also creates a two layered structure at distance e′ the entropies of the two structures
resulted from transformation being equal. This happens taking into consideration that if the original e is
small enough.







































































and since the value in the middle is well defined (k > 0 and n > 0) we have the proof that when e→ 0, e′
must also approach 0 so it exists. Also e′ cannot be 0 because otherwise e should also be 0 and that will
contradict the hypothesis.
Remark: This proposition proves that splitting a layer in two in a probability distribution by taking
any number of elements apart to create the two layered structure is equivalent entropy-variation-wise with
operating upon a single element. This means that when operating strictly on a single layer to increase
the number of layers in a structure the entropy always decreases.
Proposition 3.8. Given a discrete probability distribution P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} with at least one layer L,
|L|> 1, and all the elements in L having the same value p 6= 0, for every distance d1 > 0, d1 sufficiently
small, that is used to create a new layer at distance d1 from L by taking an element from L and modifying
all the other probabilities accordingly, there is a value d2 that can specify the distance between the moved
element and the remaining elements in L such the entropy will be preserved (same to the one obtained by
the previous transformation) while not affecting the values of any element that is not in L.
Proof. To save space only a sketch of the demonstration will be presented here.
Let L = {p1, p2, . . . , pl} be the layer to be split and p the element that we are going to operate upon.
For the first case we have a set of values E∗ = {e∗}∪{e∗1,e∗2, . . . ,e∗l−1}∪{e∗1,e∗2, . . . ,e∗n−l} that will
have to be added to the elements in P to obtain the new distribution P∗. We will thus have d1 = |p+e∗−
p− e∗1|= |e∗− e∗1|.
In the second case we will have E ′= {e′}∪{e′1,e′2, . . . ,e′l−1} that will have to be added to the elements
in L to obtain the new distribution P′. We will thus have d2 = |p+ e′− p− e′1|= |e′− e′1|.
What we have to prove is that (∀d1→ 0)(∃d2)(H(P∗) = H(P′)).
Because the sum of probabilities must always be 1 we can prove that
lim
d1→0
H(P∗) = H(P) = lim
d2→0
H(P′)
and we can conclude that the Proposition 3.8 is true.
Now we can prove the following similarity between plausibilistic entropy and probabilistic entropy.
Proposition 3.9. For finite probability spaces increasing the number of layers on a fixed size distribution
leads to a decrease in the maximal entropy that can be obtained by that structure.
Proof. We will prove this by induction on the number of layers.
As a first step let us assume that we have a probability distribution with only one layer. From literature
this is known to be the structure with the highest probabilistic entropy. Then obviously any other structure
has a smaller entropy and so does a two layered structure too. This proves the base step.
Now we have to prove that given a layered discrete probability distribution that aims to maximise the
entropy, by increasing the number of layers we get a new structure whose maximised entropy is smaller
then that of the previously described structure.
To better explain what we understand by layered structure that maximises the entropy let us consider
that we have a discrete probability distribution with n elements P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} divided into k layers
of sizes l1, l2, . . . , lk. It should also be noted that ∑ni=1 pi = 1 and ∑
k
i=1 li = n. Since pi = p j if pi and p j
belong to the same layer we can introduce the aforementioned probability distribution by considering a
reference value p = max(P) and a set of values E = {e1,e2, . . . ,ek−1} representing the distances between
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consecutive layers. For convenience we can introduce an additional value e0 = 0 and say that if for some
p′ ∈ P belonging to layer i, p′ = p+ e0 + e1 + · · ·+ ei−1. It is now easy to see that the entropy of such
a structure is maximised when all the values an E approach 0 simultaneously. Still, since none of the
values in E can actually be 0 (this will lead to a decrease in the number of layers) the maximal value of
the layered structure entropy will not reach the absolute maximum value of the entropy obtained only by
the single layer structure.
Given a k layered probability structure let us take one element from a layer and create a k+1 layered
structure. Considering the restrictions imposed by the context of our demonstration first of all we can
only take that element from a layer that already has at least two elements. Because the sum of of the
individual probabilities must always be 1 the fact that we “move” an element from a layer in order to
create a new layer will implicitly “affect” the values of the elements from at least another layer. Finally,
letting e be the value that we add to the element that we choose to form a new layer, we can conveniently
choose e 6= 0 in such a way that the new k+1 layered structure is well defined.
Let us consider the case where the only “affected” layer is the one that we take the element from. In
this case, sice all other probabilities remain the same, according to Proposition 3.6 the entropy decreases.
If we take more than one element from a layer to form a new layer then the entropy will also decrease
because according to Proposition 3.7 creating a new layer from more then one element is equivalent to
creating the new layer from only one element and we have just established this to be an entropy lowering
operation. The fact that the child layer must be at a very small distance to the parent layer not only
respects the conditions of our lemma but also maximises the entropy of the newly formed structure.
Finally, if the movement of an element affects more than one layer then, according to Proposition
3.8, this is an operation equivalent to affecting only one layer entropy-variation-wise and we have already
established that this has a lowering effect on the entropy. Choosing to move any number of elements from
a layer in order to create a new one while affecting the entire structure in the process can also be proven
to be reducible to operating on only one element.
Thus we can conclude that in the specified conditions the maximal entropy that can be obtained by
a (k)-layered structure is higher then the maximal entropy that can be obtained by a (k + 1)-layered
structure.
Remark: Proposition 3.9 does not say that increasing the number of layers in a probability
structure will always decrease the entropy, for instance H({0.325;0.33;0.345}) ∼ 1.98 > 0.112 ∼
H({0.01;0.01;0.98}), it says that when we try to obtain the maximal value of the entropy for a probabil-
ity distribution we should do our best to minimise the number of layers. This is important because when it
is difficult for us to differentiate between probabilities (hard to grasp infinitesimal differences) then using
the plausibilistic approach can help us make a decision. On the other hand, if we can clearly differentiate
between probabilities then using the plausibilistic approach loses its edge. Still, the distance between two
probabilistic layers could be somehow intuitively related to the degree of connectivity between plausi-
bilistic adjacent layers and the similarity between the two approaches could be pushed further. A greater
distance between probabilistic layers could mean a lower connectivity between plausibilistic layers an in
both cases that is translated to a decrease in entropy.
The main result of this comparison is the proof of a certain degree of consistency between the concept
of plausibilistic entropy and that of probabilistic entropy. While we cannot talk about plausibilistic
entropy as being a generalisation for Shannon entropy, the current results do not exclude the possibility
of using it as an alternative, especially when the actual numbers are difficult or even impossible to obtain.
In one of the following sections, 4.3, we will provide a potential application for this concept.
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Plausibilistic entropy Probabilistic entropy
Top element > 1
Bottom element ⊥ 0
Properties < R
Layer definition
a set of all the elements
equally distanced from >
a set of all the elements












































for fully connected structures
entropy strictly decreases if the
number of layers increases
the maximal value of the
entropy that a structure can
obtain decreases when the
number of layers increases
Applicability
when obtaining the actual
probability values is
impossible or too expensive
whenever we have enough
information to make educated
guesses regarding the
probabilities
Table 1: A side-by-side comparison between plausibilistic entropy and probabilistic entropy.
3.4 Conditioning plausibilities
We would like to close this discussion about plausibilistic entropy with some concepts related to condi-
tioning plausibilities that will both extend the generalisation and help us in providing quantitative defini-
tions for information security concepts. We are talking about conditional plausibility measures (CPMs)
and conditional plausibility spaces (CPSs).
Definition 3.7 (conditional plausibility space [11]). A conditional plausibility space (CPS) is a tuple
(Ω,F ,F ′,ν) with:
Ω is a set of possible outcomes;
F ×F ′ is a Popper algebra over Ω:
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• F is an algebra over Ω;
• F ′ 6= /0 with F ′ ⊆F ;
• F ′ is closed under supersets in F : if V ∈F ′, V ⊆V ′, and V ′ ∈F then V ′ ∈F ′;
• if U ∈F , V ∈F ′, and ν(U |V ) 6=⊥ then U ∩V ∈F ′.
ν is a conditional plausibility measure (CPM) mapping F ×F ′ to plausibility structure D with the
following properties:
1. ν( /0|V ) =⊥;
2. ν(Ω|V ) =>;
3. if U1 ⊆U2 then ν(U1|V )≤ ν(U2|V );
4. ν(U |V ) = ν(U ∩V |V ).
Remark: Since the elements of the plausibility spaces are not required to elicit the reach properties of
the real numbers, the concept of conditional plausibility cannot be derived by a formula, as for conditional
probabilities, it has to be introduced by using low level concepts from set theory.
4 Anonymity: a short formal analysis
4.1 Qualitative definition
The intuition behind the concept of secrecy is, as Halpern and O’Neil formulated in [5]: “one agent
maintains secrecy with respect to another if the second agent cannot rule out any possibilities for the
behaviour or state of the first agent”. They also gave formal definitions to characterise various degrees of
secrecy. In this section we will focus on some specific forms of secrecy – anonymity (hiding the Actor).
We agree with the affirmation in [6] stating that “the basic intuition behind anonymity is that actions
should be divorced from the agents who perform them for some set of observers”.
Definition 4.1 (minimal anonymity [17]). An action a, performed by an agent A, is minimally anony-
mous in I w.r.t. an agent I if
I |= θ(A,a)⇒ PI[¬θ(A,a)].
Definition 4.2 (group anonymity [17]). Action a, performed by agent A, is anonymous up to anonymity
set G⊆ Ag\{I} in I w.r.t. agent I if
I |= θ(A,a)⇒∀(A′∈G) PI[θ(A′,a)].
Remark: From a more intuitive point of view, minimal anonymity simply states that a third party (e.g.
the observer) cannot tell with absolute certainty that some action was or was not performed by a certain
agent. No qualitative assessment is required. On the other hand, in the case of the group anonymity, it
is required that the observer should suspect that any of agents in a group may have performed a certain
action. If the size of the group is 1 then the observer will definitely know who the action performer
was and we cannot accept this to be an authentic anonymity. The relation between the two definitions
is rather complex. While minimal anonymity focuses on the core of what anonymity is (not knowing
who did something), group anonymity suggests a way of achieving/realising this idea of anonymity.
Group anonymity also hints to the idea of a spectrum of degrees of anonymity ranging from 0 (when the
anonymity set has only one element thus allowing the observer to know exactly the doer) to the maximum
degree possible – intuitively the more suspects the greater the amount of anonymity. In fact, for some
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special cases (when there are at least two agents in the anonymity set), it can be formally proven that
group anonymity implies minimal anonymity [6]. Analysing how the number of agents in an anonymity
group and the information an observer has about them affect the degree of anonymity will be the focus
of the next section.
4.2 Quantitative definition
4.2.1 Probabilistic approach
In [6] Halpern and O’Neil tackle the problem of measuring anonymity by using probabilities. Their
approach starts with a probability distribution over the set of runs and, by using the Halpern-Tuttle con-
struction [19], derive a point based probability distribution capable of expressing the fact that a certain
agent A assigns a certain probability PrA(ϕ) to a formula ϕ . In this context the following two probabilis-
tic definitions for anonymity are proposed:
Definition 4.3 (probabilistic α−anonymity [6]). Given a value α ∈ (0,1], action a, performed by agent
A, is α−anonymous w.r.t. agent I if
I |= PrI[θ(A,a)]< α.
Definition 4.4 (strong probabilistic group anonymity [6]). Action a, performed by agent A, is strongly
probabilistically anonymous up to anonymity set G⊆ Ag\{I} in I w.r.t. agent I if for each A′ ∈ G
I |= PrI[θ(A,a)] = PrI[θ(A′,a)].
These are obvious quantitative counterparts of the anonymity definitions introduced previously.
While very powerful, they fail to provide an overall view of the situation an observer is in relative to
a decision making perspective. As the authors themselves mentioned, the former case does not provide a
relevant measure for anonymity for any α and any probability distribution — however small we choose
α to be (e.g. 0.01) we can always find a probability distribution that contains one element with a prob-
ability that is very close to α and a very large number of other elements (e.g. 10,000) equally dividing
the rest of the probability. This would make it very easy for the observer to choose a possible actor. The
latter definition is way too strong because it does not allow for small, practically irrelevant, variations in
the probabilities to exist.
To overcome this limitation we could try an approach that uses a unique measure capable of charac-
terising a probability distribution. An excellent such measure is the entropy. In [8] Deng et al. employ
relative entropy to define anonymity. While their formalism differs from the one presented here we be-
lieve that there are ways to introduce some form of entropy [20, 15] based anonymity definition in our
framework.
The classic entropy based approach still suffer from a significant limitation: the actual numbers can
be difficult to obtain; and therefore we will move on to a more flexible approach.
4.2.2 Plausibilistic approach
We start with a plausibility distribution over the set of runs of a MAS and, by using the Halpern-Tuttle
construction [19, 7], we obtain a point based plausibility distribution. The details for this are presented
in the ARES paper [1].
We consider PlA(ϕ) to be the plausibility that agent A attaches to a formula ϕ at point (r,m). Now we
could define some form of α plausibilistic anonymity requiring that I |= θ(A,a)⇒ PlI(θ(A,a)) ≤ α ,
α ∈ D. However, since D is merely a partially ordered set, this requirement could severely restrict the
number of the real situations this theory could be taken applied to.
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A plausibilistic variant of the strong probabilistic anonymity up to a certain anonymity set G
would require equal plausibilities for all contained agents: I |= θ(A,a)⇒ ∀(A′,A′′∈G) PlI(θ(A′,a)) =
PlI(θ(A′′,a)). This variant however is a simple theoretical construction that brings nothing new relative
to the probabilistic approach.
By using the plausibilistic entropy we could generalise the idea of strong plausibilistic anonymity:
Definition 4.5 (plausibilistic α group anonymity [1]). Action a, performed by agent A, is plausibilisti-
cally α-anonymous up to anonymity set G ⊆ Ag \ {I} in the plausibilistic interpreted system I w.r.t.
agent I if
I |= θ(A,a)⇒ Ĥ
(
{PlI[θ(A′,a)] : A′ ∈ G}
)
≥ α.
Remark: This form of defining anonymity takes into consideration all the information an observer
has about the agents in an anonymity set. This form of anonymity is well defined regardless of how I
structures the information it possesses regarding the agents in the anonymity set. Because α can take any
rational value in [0,1) any two degrees of anonymity can be compared, meaning that given two anonymity
providing protocols they can be compared based on the level of plausibilistic anonymity they provide.
The anonymity roughly grows with the number of the agents in the anonymity set. Supporting the
intuition is the fact that while 0 plausibilistic group anonymity can be easily obtained absolute anonymity
(α = 1) cannot be provided by a finite anonymity set [1].
4.3 Application
In [14] Goel et al. introduced a DC-networks based anonymity protocol they called Herbivore. The
scalability of the Herbivore protocol is ensured by partitioning the network into dynamically allocated
anonymising cliques. Herbivore guarantees that each clique will have at least k nodes, where k is a
predetermined constant assumed to describe the degree of anonymity provided by the system. Relevant
to our discussion is the algorithm employed to allocate the cliques: new cliques are created automatically
when existing cliques grow too large to communicate efficiently and when the number of nodes in a
clique falls below k, the nodes in that clique are redistributed throughout the network. Unrelated to any
anonymity quantifying theory, in their reference implementation, the authors chose 64 as a value for k.
According to the authors, adversaries able to monitor all network traffic cannot deduce the identity of a
sender or receiver beyond an anonymising clique. This means that an observer could identify the clique
that originated a message and/or the destination clique but have no idea related to the identity of the
actual agents that communicated.
This relates to the theory that we present here in the following manner: we consider the participants
in a clique to form an anonymity group G as used in Definitions 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5. It is easy to see that,
at a clique lever for k ≥ 2, the Herbivore protocol provides the property of group anonymity as it is
qualitatively defined. The authors actually use k as a measure for the degree of anonymity the protocol
provides and this is relevant as long as the conditions of the strong probabilistic group anonymity apply.
In real life however [21], an observer can analyse the message itself in order to extract information
that could identify the communicating parties and, it is our belief, that this should be factored in when
designing an anonymity protocol. Particularly the Herbivore protocol could be extended to use a well
defined anonymity measure instead of just k when having to make the decision of reshuffling the cliques.
By using our definition of plausibilistic anonymity the original value of k could be transformed into
a reference value of plausibilistic entropy by using the formula introduced by Proposition 3.2 point d.
(e.g. for k = 64, Ĥk = 0.953125) and then invoke the clique reshuffling procedure when the anonymity
gets below this value. Aware of the difficulties such an approach would entail, what we try to say here
is that anonymity protocols in general could take advantage of an elaborated definition for quantitative
anonymity and, due to its flexibility, plausibilistic group anonymity could be a valuable candidate.
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5 Conclusion
The main focus of this paper is the in-depth analysis of the plausibilistic entropy. Plausibilistic entropy
aims to be for plausibility spaces what Shannon entropy is for probability spaces: a simple measure for
the degree of choice or uncertainty existing in a system. This new concept was introduced in order to
allow for a basic quantitative characterisation of information security properties, like anonymity, in the
situations where the precise numeric values of the probabilities are not available.
We begin by summarising the theoretical framework that we employ for reasoning about security
properties. Basically, what we use is an epistemic logic defined in a MAS setting. The dynamic be-
hind is that various agents, communicating with one another, want their activity to be hidden from a
certain third party. The formal framework that is introduced helps us to rigorously express the statements
characterising the security related properties of the interactions.
Afterwards, in order to quantitatively express the degree to which the security properties are satis-
fied, we analyse the plausibilistic entropy. This concept allows for a very high level of generality to be
used for expressing uncertainty, because the constructs that it is based upon are very basic: plausibility
structures. Plausibility structures only require a partial order relation to be assumed and this is enough
for us to device a way that allows us to quantify the amount of choice in the system. Among the most
practical properties of the plausibilistic entropy is the one allowing the comparison of any two plausi-
bility structures, no matter how complex, by managing to map them into the [0,1) interval. The main
contribution of this paper consists of the side-by-side analysis between the plausibilistic entropy and the
classical probabilistic entropy. Based on this analysis, our conclusion is that, while we cannot assume
(for now) a generalisation relation between the two of them, there are compatibilities between the two
notions to such a degree that the concept of entropy could be extended to structures that are more general
then probability spaces. Such an investigation could be the topic of a further research.
Last, we attempt the compilation of a short list of the anonymity definitions compatible with our
logical framework, both qualitative and quantitative, and demonstrate how the plausibilistic definition of
anonymity can be used to enhance the understanding of existing anonymity protocols like Herbivore.
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